AIR FORCE SCHOOL,ASTE

EVENTS
VI -VIII CLASSES
Prahasan (skit)
It is rightly said that ‘Action
speak louder than words’ .
Presenting you ‘PRAHASAN’ a
skit competition to enact the
Radiant earth

Auctor hunt
ART OF COMPOSING VERSE
AND PRESENTATION

Neither all minds are creative nor
all are born writers…But surely we
belong to one of these
categories….Come discover here
if you are a born ‘Auctor’.

Renovate
Best out of waste
Waste isn’t waste until we waste
it…And there is always a scope to
regard waste before you discard
and bring the best out of it!!!!

Prakriti varnana
(sloka recitation)
Chanting slokas have many health
benefits but not to forget that it is
the best way of expressing
thoughts .Grab this opportunity to
touch hearts with your sloka.

Inquisitive (quiz)
All of us are intelligent but
when it comes to being rapid a
few of us lag behind. Test your
reflexes here with inquisitive the quiz fest.

Naara Slogan writing
A slogan and a pen both are
considered to be the most
powerful weapons to express
opinions. So get ready to wield
your pen…

EXTEMPORE
All of us have that one
favourite topic on which we
can speak nonstop but what
if you had pickup a random
topic and talk on it…Can you
do that ? Come try your luck
here in the Extempore!!!

SPECTRUM
(Poster Making)
No doubt that Earth is a
treasure of all…Get some
posters designed and project
your creativity to the throng..

Snap spot
(Photography)
‘You don’t take a photograph
you make it’ but when you
have such diverse flora and
fauna around you why don’t
just capture it!!!!!

Text-tract
(Essay writing)
Have you heard to the term
‘Anthropocentric’??Well this is
about regarding humankind as
the most important element of
existence…express your take on
this through an essay.

Clay modelling
The glory of Mother Earth is
eternal and here you have a
chance to show your talent in
making clay models….

Cine fest
(Movie shooting)
If you just love movies it's
enough, you can make a good
one…..so just roll camera and
action and shoot a movie with
some ingenious moments!!!!!!

Unveil (Exhibitions)
We are blessed with the ‘The seven wonders of the
world’, so now it's time for you to bless us again by
creating wonders with your innovative mind…

Socio-fest
(Social exhibition)

Math-O-Show
(Maths Exhibitions)
An opportunity for everyone to
exhibit all the creative work done
by their innovative mind.......

Epistimi
(Science Exhibition)
Exotic creatures, succulent plants
and life supporting 'atmosphere'
where else do you find it except
on earth.....

Geography explains the
uniqueness of mother earth...life
on earth is possible and not any
other planet..so why not make
some models on it!!!

Dhara
(Hindi Exhibition)
'Dhara' is here to showcase the
extraordinary importance of
dhara (Earth)...!!!!

Eng-Carnival
(English exhibition)
We are made from mother earth
and we go back to mother
Earth...So why not celebrate her
existence!!!!

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
i. Registration is free for all events.

ii. Literary competitions are solo (maximum 1 student per event from each school).
iii. Exhibitions should be presented by group of 3 students (maximum).
iv. Skit (Hindi) should be presented by group of 5 students (maximum).
v. For Art of composing verse and extempore, theme will be given at the time of event.
vi. For Film shooting competition CD copies should be submitted on the D day at 9:30 AM
vii. A student should not participate in more than 1 event.
viii. All competitions must be based on the theme
ix. Each school should participate minimum 3 events
x. Registration closes on 28th April 2019

VENUE:
AIR FORCE SCHOOL, ASTE
NAL, WIND TUNNEL ROAD,
MURGESHPALYA, BENGALURU-17

CONTACT
PH NO. – 080 25276920, 080 25272332
Email: anubhavafs2019@gmail.com
Website: www.afsaste.edu.in
Coordinator
Mrs. Sreeja K P:-9379646406

